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What if the request reply must be sent to other agent?
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Fault Handler
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WS Resource Framework

- WS are typically stateless.
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- **WS Resource Framework** sets how to refer to stateful resources.
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  - WS-Addressing allows to add the id of the resource inside the WS endpoint reference, so we can address a WS-Resource.
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- WS are typically stateless.
- However, some services require to have state: data that persist across calls.
- **WS Resource Framework** sets how to refer to stateful resources.
  - Each message carries the ID of the stateful resources to use (as input or output).
  - Notation: WS + stateful resource = \textit{WS-Resource}.
  - WS-Addressing allows to add the id of the resource inside the WS endpoint reference, so we can address a WS-Resource.
Let’s imagine a WS that keeps a counter. Each time, the client passes a number that is added to the counter, and the WS returns the new value of the counter.
But the WS has no state!. The counter will be reset with each call.
To solve this, a stateful resource is created. The server sends back the id of that resource so it can be used afterwards.
Next calls will be able to reference the resource.
Next calls will be able to reference the resource.

Add 5
5, res id = 3445
Add 7, res is=3445
12, res id = 3445
Add 4, res is=3445
16, res id = 3445

Id 3445
12
16